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EDITOR’S LETTER
Cloudbreak
The solar energy industry has experienced its share of growing pains, from the initial high cost of
photovoltaic cells to efforts by local electric utilities to impose fees that could put panels back out of
reach for many potential customers.
The same is true of solar finance. It’s a challenge to provide funding for novel assets that have such
long tenors and are essentially unsecured, since repossession is so impractical. Residential providers
initially offered to lease panels to homeowners, but these contracts were complicated and they did
not allow consumers to benefit from investment tax credits. Now several providers are offering loans,
which are proving to be popular, no doubt because they are easier to understand and offer more
potential savings. However, as Glen Fest explains in our cover story, solar loan securitization poses
different kinds of risks to potential investors.
In a separate article, Glen looks at aircraft leasing, another niche market that is also evolving. As
the investor base expands, securitizations are being structured to give lessors more flexibility in
terms of both the types of collateral and the ability to actively trade aircraft.
One kind of financing still in need of change, according to Karen Gelernt, a partner at Alston &
Bird, is mortgage servicing rights. In an Observation, she lists some features that could be incorporated into private-label mortgage securitization that would make lenders less skittish.
And Bonnie Sinnock of sister publication National Mortgage News interviews the new non-executive chair at Ocwen, one of the biggest acquirers of mortgage servicing rights in recent years. Unable,
for now, to grow through additional acquisitions, it is diversifying its businesses.
We also look at how two of the biggest asset classes, CLOs and CMBS, are coming to grips with risk
retention rules that took effect at the end of December. Turns out mortgage bond investors like the
idea of sponsors having “skin in the game” of deals that they are willing to pay up for it. CLO managers, meanwhile, continue to take advantage of a workaround to the risk retention requirement.

—Allison Bisbey, Editor in Chief
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OBSERVATION
A Better Way to Securitize MSRs

Mortgage servicing keeps shifting away from banks, yet nonbanks have few attractive
options for financing this capital-intensive business.
By Karen Gelernt

Residential mortgage servicing rights
have been steadily migrating to
nonbanking institutions as changes
in capital requirements make these
assets more expensive for banks to
keep on balance sheet. But as servicing
continues to shift away from banks,
the industry will see greater need for
financed servicing for the nonbanks
acquiring MSRs.
Many lenders are reluctant to finance
MSRs, given some challenges that the
asset presents. These include the ability
to replace the servicer in the event of a
servicer default or the threat of a potential servicer bankruptcy proceeding.
And although state law, for public
policy reasons, nullifies anti-assignment provisions in documents in the
context of financing a right to receive
payment (for example, a monthly servicing fee), the threat of a rating agency
downgrade if servicing is encumbered
to a third party is a concern.
There is an inherent tension in any
servicing financing between the ability
to pay an economic servicing fee to a
servicer (or replacement servicer) and
financing the present value of such fees.
This is because, regardless of whether
the MSRs are sold to a third party, there
will always be a subservicing fee that
will need to be accounted for.
The risk of erosion in value is compounded by a mortgage loan owner’s
ability (or a securitization trust, in the
case of private-label securitizations) to
terminate a servicer for cause without
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any payment to the servicer.
In order to address some of these
obstacles, the industry needs to reconsider its typical securitization structures to allow for financing MSRs as a
permitted transaction.
Among the issues to consider is
whether intercreditor provisions would
need to be inserted so a lender financing servicing advances is not the same
lender financing the MSRs themselves.
This would necessarily include addressing waterfall priorities and sharing
provisions.
Typically, servicing advance reimbursements and servicing fee payments
are equal in the waterfall. There should
be established rules for dividing cash
flow among different lenders. The
logical answer may be to have the
same lender finance both the servicing
advance receivables and the MSRs, but
this may not always be possible. The
risk profile and appetite for these assets
differ considerably, and not all lenders
will want to finance both.
However, if each lender’s rights are
carefully delineated, this may offer an
additional liquidity source for servicers
who need to monetize the servicing asset with lenders willing to take on greater risk than is associated with servicing
advance receivables financings.
Furthermore, in order to assist in any
foreclosure process, a lender financing
residential MSRs should have certain
contractual rights to replace a servicer,
either due to a default under the lend-

er’s documentation with the servicer
or by the servicer in a securitization.
This would permit the lender to protect
its investment in the residential MSRs.
In either case, a rating agency confirmation requirement would protect
the securitization and ensure that the
security holders are protected.
This would offer lenders some assurance of control over the asset that they
finance.
In addition, there should be some
attention given to whether a portion of
the servicing (i.e., the excess spread)
should be structured as an interest-only
strip that is a security in the securitization itself.
This interest strip can give a lender
greater protection for a portion of the
proceeds attributable to the MSRs in
the event of a servicer bankruptcy
proceeding or other event that could
otherwise impair the servicing asset.
While a lender would still be subject to
the bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction, a
certificated strip is a separate asset that
should have value in the same way any
interest-only strip would have value in a
securitization.
If the industry is committed to
providing greater liquidity for servicers
entering into the business, it must
devise creative solutions to offer greater
comfort to lenders who would otherwise be hesitant to support MSR assets.
Karen Gelernt is a partner in Alston &
Bird’s Finance Practice in New York.

OBSERVATION
Credit Scores Often Misused

The industry’s reliance on these yardsticks to estimate the riskiness of a pool of borrowers
is mathematically flawed.
By Mike Trapanese

An alarming headline from Dec. 2, 2016
read: “New auto loans to borrowers
with credit scores below 660 have nearly tripled since the end of 2009.”
This reads like it could be cause for
intervention. Is the next credit bubble
already at our doorstep?
It might be. This headline, however,
does very little to answer that question.
This industry’s most common yardsticks—averages or rough distributions
of credit scores— are fundamentally
flawed. In the context of a single pool,

from a single issuer, at a single point in
time, these metrics satisfy the need for
a quick proxy of borrower credit risk.
But every time we extend their use—to
compare different deals, or an entire
sector, or issuance over time— we make
an implicit assumption. When we then
stack these assumptions on top of each
other, the status quo that we’re used to
is at best misunderstood and at worst
nearly meaningless. .
The good news is, there is now a
way. But first, let’s take a look at those

assumptions.

Credit Score vs Credit Risk

Credit scoring models—whether from
VantageScore, FICO, or any other
developer— are designed to rank order
consumers. Credits scores—the outputs of those models— are not designed
to predict a fixed level of risk.
The relationship between credit
score and probability of default is
defined for each model when initially
developed, but may then change over

Double the Risk

Using average credit scores to summarize the riskiness of a loan pool is mathematically flawed, as these two
hypothetical pools demonstrate.
Loans
Loan A
Loan B
Loan C
Loan D
Loan E
Loan F
Loan G
Loan H
Loan I
Loan J
Average

Hypothetical Pool 1
Credit
Probability of
Score
Default
660
4.00%
660
4.00%
660
4.00%
660
4.00%
660
4.00%
660
4.00%
660
4.00%
660
4.00%
660
4.00%
660
4.00%
660
4.00%

Note: All figures are for illustrative purposes only.
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Loans
Loan A
Loan B
Loan C
Loan D
Loan E
Loan F
Loan G
Loan H
Loan I
Loan J
Average

Hypothetical Pool 2
Credit
Probability of
Score
Default
600
15.25%
600
15.25%
620
10.92%
620
10.92%
620
10.92%
640
8.50%
660
4.00%
700
3.43%
720
3.11%
820
0.52%
660
8.28%
Source: VantageScore Solutions

OBSERVATION
time. For models that perform well, rank
order will hold across the credit cycle
such that a score of 600 always suggests
a higher level of risk than a 700 and a
lower level than a 500. The specific probability of default at each of those scores,
however, can and will change.
At any point in time we can translate
a score into an estimate of risk based
on recent performance. Assuming a
fixed relationship, however, can obscure
meaningful changes.
A score of 660 indicated a PD of
approximately 6.0 percent in 2006, of
8.1 percent at the height of the financial
crisis, and of 3.8 percent today. Prime
consumers demonstrated this same
dynamic, with risk levels more than doubling and then halving again through the
course of this most recent credit cycle.
This is precisely the reason that sophisticated lenders will periodically adjust
their credit policies based on their actual and projected credit experiences.
Clearly this suggests a practical limitation to the use of credit scores when
comparing deals originated at different
times.

loans.
To illustrate, consider two hypothetical pools of loans (opposite page). Both
pools consist of 10 loans and both have
an average credit score of 660. Using this
measure, these pools represent ostensibly the same risk profile. As illustrated
below, however, the average risk of Pool
2 is actually double that of Pool 1.

Linear vs. Exponential

Default Risk Indexing

Using the average credit score to estimate the riskiness of a pool is mathematically flawed.
For a given pool of loans, each borrower’s credit score typically will fall
somewhere on a linear scale between
300 and 850. As described above, each
of those credit scores has an associated
level of risk for any given point in time.
Taken together, these risk levels can be
represented as a probability of default
curve. Unlike the score range, which is
linear, the underlying risk curve is exponential. Taking an average of the credit
scores (a linear function) and using it to
represent risk (an exponential function),
can obscure the true risk of a group of

Auto Credit Contraction
120

110

100

90

q3
q4
q1
q2
q3
2013
2014
Source: VantageScore Solutions
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As we’ve shown, credit scores may be
familiar but they are often misused. The
expansion of loan-level security data,
however, has opened up a better approach: convert the credit score on each
loan into a probability of default, using
the most recently-available performance
charts, and then calculate the weighted
average probability of default.
This value, which we call the Default
Risk Index, is mathematically sound
and reliable over time. A more detailed
methodology is available free of charge
at DefaultRiskIndex.com.
To illustrate, let’s reconsider the state
of auto lending.
The headline quoted at the top of

q1

q2
q3
2015

q4

q1

q2
2016

q3

Photo Credit ?????????

Default risk indexed to Q3 2013

The risk profile of auto originations, as indexed to 2013, has gradually tightened.

this article suggested a bubble, citing
the growth in originations to sub-660
borrowers. As demonstrated above,
however, 660 isn’t a reliable yardstick
over time. Instead, let’s look at the
Default Risk Index values for recent auto
originations.
As we see in the chart above, the
volume of originations has generally
trended up over the past three years.
The risk profile of those originations,
however—as indexed to 2013— has modestly tightened.
Of course, borrower credit is only part
of the picture. To fully assess a bubble,
we need to also consider changes in
loan terms, servicing technology, and
channel mix. Looking purely at borrower credit, however, we can see how the
auto industry began a modest tightening
over a year ago. Transparency is increasing everywhere. It’s high time that the
secondary market rethinks the ways in
which it relies upon credit scores.
Mike Trapanese is senior vice president , strategy and alliances, at VantageScore Solutions.
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NEXT-GEN
SOLAR

Residential providers are shifting from leases to loans, which have
more credit risk and task owners with maintenance and servicing
By Glen Fest
IT’S NO COINCIDENCE THAT THE
first two transactions of the year
financing the installation of residential
solar panels were backed by loans, as
opposed to leases.
As costs continue to fall, homeowners are increasingly opting to purchase
solar photovoltaic (PV) systems, rather
than allowing a developer to pay for installation and entering into a long-term
power purchasing agreement (PPA).
Owning could offer more savings
than leasing, since homeowners who
own their PV system have a claim to the
federal Investment Tax Credit (ITC) of
30%. They may also enjoy additional
savings once they pay off the loan.
“Loans are faster and easier [to
issue], and loans are more straightforward and easier to understand”
for consumers, said Tracy Rice, a vice
president and senior credit officer at
Moody’s Investors Service.
A report Moody’s published in
December called for increased issuance of bonds backed by solar loans as

loan originations are expected grow
this year. This call is based in part on a
forecast by GTM Research that in 2017
customers will own more than half of
the new residential solar PV systems.
Moody’s noted that the fixed monthly
payments of solar loans are likely to
be more appealing to consumers than
solar leases and PPAs with annual
escalators.
Right on cue, two developers, SolarCity and Mosaic, launched bonds last
week backed entirely by solar loans.
Both are rated solely by Kroll Bond
Rating Agency.
SolarCity’s $145 million deal pools
more than 9,600 “MyPower” loans,
a product that was launched early in
2015, but has been scratched in favor of
another product. The weighted average
FICO score of customers in the pool is
728; the average remaining term of the
loans is 352 months, according to KBRA,
which assigned an ‘A-‘ to the senior
tranche of notes to be issued.
This was SolarCity’s second offering
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backed by loans, as opposed to leases;
the first was completed in December
2015. The company has also issued five
transactions backed by leases.

Bigger Savings, Easier to
Understand

Solar Mosaic’s $138.95 million single-class notes offering (with a coupon
of 4.45%) is backed by 6,487 installation
loans made primarily to prime borrowers (with a weighted average FICO of
746) who take out an average of $27,947
at 4.34% interest over 17 years to fund
installations, according to KBRA.
The collateral is comprised of two
loan types: “dual rate” loans (which
are no longer originated) and “PowerSwitch” products. Both amortize
rapidly, allowing consumers to pay
down at least 30% of the loan balance
within 18 months. The dual-rate loans,
which make up nearly 40% (or $71.09
million) of the pool, impose a step-up
rate on consumers that don’t hit the
balance reduction mark; for the pool of
$106.8 million single-rate PowerSwitch
loans, the rate does not change but the
principal can be re-amortized if it is not
repaid rapidly enough.
The single tranche to be issued in the
deal is rated ‘A’, one notch higher than
the senior tranche of SolarCity’s deal.
The first rated transaction with any
loans used as collateral may have been
by SunRun, in 2015. The $111 million
offering was backed by a mix of loans
and leases.
Issuance of bonds backed by solar
loans and lease reached $242 million in
the first 11 months of 2016, according to
Moody’s. That brought outstandings to
$700 million.
(To some extent, PV developers
compete with financing provided by
Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE),
property assessments that are used to
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Taking Ownership

Consumers will purchase more rooftop solar PV systems than they lease
beginning in 2017, and this will fuel securitization.
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Source: Moody's Investors Service and GTM Research
finance all kinds of energy efficiency upgrades. PACE providers have tapped the
securitization market more frequently; market leader Renovate America
surpassed $1.9 billion in outstanding
green-bond deals on its HERO platform
in December.)

Pros and Cons for Investors

While loans offer potential benefits over
leases for consumers, they also have different kinds of risks for investors. Ownership bestows on consumers the cost
of maintenance and service, which may
impact their willingness to pay back the
loan if repair costs escalate and they do
not have a service agreement (Both SolarCity and Mosaic assume responsibility for defaulted loans). Although lacking
historical data on solar loan payments,
KBRA assumes an 8.5% default rate on
SolarCity’s deal, based in part on data
from unsecured consumer loans.
KBRA analyst and senior director
Cecil Smart, Jr., says there was not
much difference in the credit quality of
the new solar-loan backed deals vs. the
previous lease/PPA securitizations.

But Moody’s noted in December
the average credit quality of solar ABS
transactions backed by loans may
become lower than lease-supported
deals because third-party investors who
purchase the tax equity from providers
impose minimum FICO requirements
for lessees. However, the rating agency noted in its December report that
FICO scores are likely less predictive in
determining the probability of default
for solar customers compared with
obligors of other consumer leases and
loans, owing to the essential nature of
electricity and the economic benefits of
solar contracts.
As with outstanding deals, new transactions in 2017 will have concentration
risk owing to a large portion of the customers concentrated in a few U.S. states,
according to Moody’s. “As a result, an
adverse regulatory change in one or
more of these states will affect a large
proportion of the securitized assets,”
the report states. “These risks will stem
mainly from changes to net metering
rules, the imposition of fixed charges
by utility companies and the potential

change in utility rates.”
Another risk equally true of securitizations of SolarCity and Mosaic loans
and leases: the two companies have yet
to turn a profit, though they have strong
support from their parent companies.
SolarCity last November was acquired
by Tesla Motors in a controversial $2
billion merger (and placing as chairman
tech entrepreneur Elon Musk, owner of
Tesla and Space Exploration Technologies). Solar Mosaic last year received a
$220 million private equity investment
from sponsor Warburg Pincus.

Tax Credits in Question

Uncertainty about the future of tax
credits could impact both lending and
leasing. Tax equity has been the primary
means of financing solar and other
renewable energy projects (a $4.5 billion
market in 2015, according to Project
Finance Newswire). Most solar panel
developers are not profitable enough to
use the offset, so they sell the credits to
third-party investors.
The tax credit is set to be phased out
over the next five years. It currently stands
at 30%, but will step down to 26% in 2020
and 20% in 2021 before disappearing.
While it has been extended before, the
concern is now that it could be repealed.
In November, Roth Capital Partners
warned that this was a “meaningful
probability” because of political uncertainty under the incoming Trump
administration’s plans during the
campaign to fund a major corporate tax
rate reduction through budget cuts. (A
similar solar tax credit program was
ended in 1986 as part of Reagan-era tax
cuts, noted Greentech Media).
Should the tax subsidy end early,
though, it won’t necessarily be an ominous development, said Benjamin Shih,
vice president and senior credit officer
at Moody’s. “Five years from now, you

can see the prices for solar competing
head to head with utility companies” for
customers, even without the subsidies.
An early end to the ITC “might have
some impact but it would not kill the
solar industry,” said Shih.

Cautionary Tale

Interestingly, the loans serving as collateral for SolarCity’s deal have proven
to be a bust for the firm, in part because
they are too similar to PPAs. The company launched the MyPower product in
2014 and originally projected it would
account for half of financing in 2015. At

the end of that year, however, the product only accounted for 13% of business.
Reportedly, this was because borrowers forfeited the tax credit to SolarCity,
as they do with leases. Also, the loan
included a 2.9% cost escalator that could
increase annually without regard to
system production. The loans also have
a 30-year tenor, compared with 10 to 20
years for leases. The firm stopped originating MyPower loans in February 2016.
In June, it launched a loan program
in 14 states with shorter tenors and
fixed-rate payments that allowed borrowers to use the tax credits.

PACE PROVIDER BRANCHES OUT

Renovate America, one of the largest providers of Property Assessed Clean
Energy Loans, is expanding into unsecured lending.
Since 2011, the company has financed more than $2 billion in energy
efficiency upgrades through programs that are repaid through a new line
item on homeowners’ property tax bills. Last year, it launched product that
can be used to finance many kinds of home improvement. Even cosmetic
upgrades such as kitchens or baths.
The new product, called Benji, is currently available in four states, California, Florida, Kansas and Missouri. Contractors can download a Benji app on
their mobile phones or tablets, allowing them to offer financing in the home,
where most improvement and replacement projects are proposed and accepted. On Feb. 1, the company announced it had obtained a $100 million
credit facility with Credit Suisse that will allow it to expand the offering to
all 50 states. Later this year, Benji will be available on Renovate America’s
website, allowing homeowners to arrange financing themselves before they
evaluate project proposals.
This puts the San Diego-based company more squarely in competition
with other kinds of unsecured lenders as well as with banks offering home
equity loans or lines of credit.
While unsecured debt is generally more expensive than a home equity
loan, Renovate America is banking on its relationships with contractors as
an advantage. Contractors offering the financing must agree to be paid
only when homeowners have agreed that the project is complete. Renovate
America will also provide support in any post-funding disputes.
“Benji helps expand our network of vetted contractors, and is a natural
extension of our commitment to make home improvement more efficient,”
Patrick Moore, Renovate America’s senior vice president of consumer lending, said in a press release.—AB
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New Routes for Aircraft Lessors

Transactions are being structured to give them more flexibility, both in terms of both the
types of collateral and the ability to actively trade aircraft.

Over the last 20 years, global air travel
has risen at an annual rate 4.7% or 1.5
times global economic growth over that
period.
But in just the last five years, annual
growth in passenger demand has
topped 5%-6% as emerging markets
and low fuel prices continue to support growth in the commercial airline
industry.
That in turn has led to rapid growth
in demand for aircraft, and in particular for leased planes that allow airline
operators worldwide to fill routes and
build fleets quickly and economically.
Many of the new aircraft lessors that
have sprung up to help them do this are
turning to the asset-backed market for
financing.
Volume has grown from just $1.7
billion in 2013 to $4.6 billion last year,
according to Moody’s Investors Service.
Increasingly, these transactions are
being structured to give lessors more
flexibility in terms of both the types
of collateral and the ability to actively
trade aircraft. As a result, transactions
more accurately reflect lessors’ fleets.
Many now finance mid-life and older
aircraft, which have become more
economical to operate as a result of low
fuel prices.
And in February, Elix Aviation
Capital completed the first deal backed
entirely by turboprops, aircraft with
turbine engines that drive a propeller, rather than jet engines. Patrick
McShane, a managing director and
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By Glen Fest

Turboprops are noisier and offer a less comfortable ride than jets, but they operate more efficiently at lower
speeds, making them a better fit for emerging travel markets like India and Indonesia.

commercial ABS analyst at Kroll Bond
Rating Agency, which rated the $411
million transaction, believes that it
portends an expansion in such nichestyle assets. Market demand is growing
and investors are becoming more comfortable with the lease performance
and collateral attributes of specialty
aircraft.
“It’s hard to say when or how often
the frequency of these deals might
happen, but nonetheless I can say that
over the past three years we have seen
a variety of new issuances,” said Patrick
McShane, a managing director and
commercial ABS analyst with Kroll. “We
would anticipate seeing the continua-

tion of this trend in 2017.”
Only one other deal rated by Kroll,
sponsored by Castlelake Aircraft in
2014, has included a significant share
of turboprop planes (about 33% of the
pool).
Turboprops are noisier and offer
a less comfortable ride than jets, but
they operate more efficiently at lower
speeds, making them a better fit for
emerging travel markets like India or
small island nations like Indonesia, according to Chris Damianos, the senior
vice president of specialty markets for
GE Capital Aviation Services (GCAS).
“Some of these routes aren’t suitable
for a 150-passenger jet,” Damianos

ABS REPORT
said. “You need a 75-foot turboprop to
serve them economically, matching the
capacity to demand.”
He notes that airlines in Indonesia
do not have the facilities or the economies of scale to shuttle commercial jets
between its major islands. (Indonesia
happens to top the list of nations in
expected passenger growth for internal travel through 2035, according to
statistics from the International Air
Transport Association).
In the last few years, the number of
turboprops in service has risen to over
4,200 worldwide, according to Damianos. The two turboprop manufacturers,
Canada’s Bombardier and France’s ATR,
regularly report strong sales and order
pipelines. (Bombardier reported that it
delivered more than 1,200 new turboprops in 2016, and had 34 on back-order
in the fourth quarter.)
As in the commercial jet space, demand for turboprops is outpacing supply, according to Kroll. That provides
the opportunity for companies like Elix,
owned by Oaktree Capital Management,
that have amassed inventories that can
be used to immediately fulfill operators’
needs.
Nordic Aviation Capital, another
lessor with a large fleet of turboprops,
has not issued a publicly rated securitization, though it does service a pair of
2014 transactions that it inherited from
its acquisition last year of two regional
jet leasing specialists. Those two deals,
the $691.5 million Aldus Trust Leasing
Aircraft Securitization Series 2014-1
(through Aldus Aviation) and the $513.2
million Eagle I Limited, Series 2014-1
(from Jetscape Aviation) are themselves unusual in that they are backed
entirely by smaller, 70-120 seat regional
jets manufactured by Brazil’s Embraer
(known as “E-Jets”, which have been in
service since 2004).

Like turboprops, E-Jets provide
airlines with fleet flexibility and fuel-efficient alternatives to the small narrowbody aircraft that have traditionally
served the market for sub-130 seat
passenger planes. In its presale report
for the Eagle I deal, Kroll described the
collateral as “attractive leasing assets”
due to an expanding global operator
base and the ongoing “right-sizing” of
this segment of the market.
Small lessors acquiring turboprops

deals such as variations in handling of
maintenance reserves and end of lease
payments, as well as asset trades.
“There’s definitely been more
flexibility added into the transaction
structure to allow the lessor/servicer
more flexibility in trading in and out of
aircraft when they see the opportunity to do so,” Manofsky said. “It allows
the servicer to trade out of an aircraft
where they see softening demand, and
[replace it with] one that’s going to be a

“Some routes aren’t suitable for a
150-passenger jet. You need a 75foot turboprop to serve them.”
and E-Jets are “just not going to be
able to get financing as efficient as the
traditional bank financing methods, so
they access ABS,” said Peter Manofsky,
a director of U.S. ABS analysis for Fitch
Ratings.
While deals backed by turboprops
and E-Jets are still relatively rare, it has
become common to issues deals backed
by older aircraft, which are staying in
service longer due to low fuel prices
and fleet demands. Nine of the 18 public
aircraft lease securitizations completed
since 2014 were backed predominantly
by this type of aircraft, according to
Moody’s.
These fleets are also low cost to
obtain, and can also generate higher
cash flow and asset yields relative to
their low asset values. “Obviously with
lower ratings overall and a slightly more
esoteric nature of the collateral, I can
see getting higher yield on the notes.
That’s something I think the investors
like,” said Manofsky.
In addition to new types of collateral,
there have been structural changes to

better piece of collateral for that pool
going forward.”
The demand for aircraft, specialty
or otherwise, has led to consolidation
among lessors, though this may be
slowing simply due to the dwindling
number of potential acquisitions.
In addition to Nordic’s deals for Aldus
and Jetscape, AerCap Holdings of The
Netherlands purchased the aircraft
leasing business of American International Group for $7.6 billion in 2014.
More recently, CIT sold its commercial
air leasing business to the Avalon unit
of Chinese conglomerate HNA Group in
October 2016.
While these bigger operators are
less dependent on securitization for
low-cost funding, they do issue asset-backeds on an opportunistic basis,
and to sell aircraft portfolios.
“Lessor M&A activity will slow down
once these recent lessor acquisitions
have been digested,” said Fitch Ratings’
senior director Hylton Heard. “There’s
just not as many names out there for
sale, bar one or two still on the block.”
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2017 COULD BE THE
YEAR THE STARS ALIGN FOR
NON-QM
By Andy Pollock, Chief Revenue Officer of Clayton Holdings

The non-QM market has been ‘coming soon’ for the past
three years. But there are signs that 2017 could be the year
it finally arrives.

T

he economy, the housing market, and now even the

to standardize key elements of non-QM underwriting, particularly

regulatory environment are all aligning to provide traction for

ability-to-repay (ATR) requirements.

non-QM lending. From an economic standpoint,

unemployment is down and disposable income is up.

Now add the final ingredient: urgency. The prospect of a significantly

Mainstream companies, like Boeing, GM and Amazon, are hiring

smaller originations market will focus originators’ attention on

again. All of which is improving consumer confidence and enabling

non-QM: a point that the rating agency, DBRS, made recently in a

previously unemployed (and under-employed) consumers to repair

new report on RMBS. “Higher mortgage rates lead to lower refinance

and build their personal balance sheets and credit histories.

activity in GSE loans, potentially directing lenders to shift focus to
other types of mortgages,” the report said. “The biggest benefactor

Meanwhile, home prices in much of the country are back to where

may be non-QM originations as lenders previously had preferred to

they were in 2007 before the crash. According to Frank Nothaft, chief

focus on the easier financing on agency loans in a low rate

economist for CoreLogic, HPI gains over the past 5 years have

environment.”

created more than $6 trillion in increased home equity.
A $100-Billion Market?
In fact, when you look at the pristine performance of post-crisis

When the QM rule took effect in 2014, its drafters (one of whom left

originations, whether by vintage, product or borrower profile, it’s

to start a non-QM lending business) expected that it would support

difficult to find fault with the performance of recent loans.

a healthy non-QM market. However, continued uncertainty over how
to calculate and demonstrate ATR, and more recently over TRID

The regulatory environment is also changing. The new

compliance, made lenders and RMBS issuers extremely reluctant to

Administration appears unlikely to add new rules that would further

venture outside of QM and/or the “GSE patch.”

complicate the origination and securitization processes. Instead, it is
more likely to let the private sector figure out what needs to be done.

Until now, super prime jumbos and interest-only (I/O) products for

This hiatus in new rule-making should give industry groups, such as

wealth management clients have made up the bulk of the non-QM

SFIG and the rating agencies, the opportunity to finally agree on how

originations, and much of that has remained on balance sheets. In the
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first half of 2016, roughly $30 billion in non-QM was originated,

back above water. When they’re ready to make the jump to

according to Inside Non-Conforming Markets. Approximately two

homeownership, many debt-laden Millennials will also fall into the

thirds of that volume fell into the jumbo and I/O category; the

prospect category. To make these loans, the lenders will want to

remaining third, the publication said, could be categorized as

understand the borrower’s “story” intricately, will most likely want

subprime or Alt-A.

more than 12 months of bank statements and will sweat the details on
additional liens and obligations.

How much could non-QM grow? One leading non-QM originator is
on-record as saying that non-QM might expand to $100 billion

Based on our conversations with clients and other interested

annually. This would roughly mirror the size of the Alt-A and

investors, there is a significant amount of liquidity available for the

subprime categories in the 1990s, which accounted for roughly 10%

non-QM products, and a growing appetite to apply it. At Clayton,

of annual originations.

for example, we are seeing a meaningful uptick in demand for
non-QM originator and servicer assessment review services from

To get there, non-QM will have to expand beyond I/O and jumbos

warehouse lenders and investors.

and encompass aspects of traditional Alt-A and even pre-crisis
subprime. There are signs this is finally beginning to happen.

While private label issuance, overall, continued to be disappointing
over the past year, there were some encouraging signs when it came

“Higher mortgage rates lead to lower
refinance activity in GSE loans,
potentially directing lenders to shift
focus to other types of mortgages. The
biggest benefactor may be non-QM
originations as lenders previously had
preferred to focus on the easier
financing on agency loans in a low rate
environment.”—DBRS
A number of lenders in recent months have expanded their programs
to include asset-depreciation products, low-doc, cash flow-based
programs for self-employed borrowers and bank statement loans. For
the most part, these programs are still being offered to a narrow
subset of potential borrowers, most of whom have very strong assets,

to non-QM issuance. In 2016, Angel Oak, Caliber/Lone Star,
Citadel, Deephaven and Chase all brought rated deals to market that
contained non-QM and subprime assets. Just recently, Invictus
Capital joined that list with a $145-million AAA-rated MBS. And the
rating agencies expect more to come.
“The year 2016 marked the first time that three DBRS-rated
securitizations backed by non-QM and QM rebuttable presumption
mortgages were issued,” DBRS noted. “DBRS anticipates that more
non-QM issuers will come to market in 2017, driven by significant
pricing benefits.”

CLAYTON NON-QM SERVICES
• Originator/servicer assessments
• Underwriting/loan reviews
• Private label due diligence
• Deal Agent/Representations and Warranties Reviewer
• Compliance consulting

predictable cash flow and a significant amount of equity.
As we move into the new year, a number of economic forces are
As the economy and housing continue to recover, lenders will get

coming together to create an environment where non-QM can ex-

more comfortable with higher debt ratios, less perfect credit and

pand and fulfill a needed role—for lenders, investors and responsible,

eventually “boomerang” borrowers who are now re-employed and

but underserved consumers. It’s about time, isn’t it?

If you would like to learn more:
call
877.291.5301

visit
http://www.clayton.com

© 2017 Clayton Holdings. All Rights Reserved.

ABS REPORT
Ultimatum, Followed by Lawsuit

The Consumer Finance Protection Burea alleges that Navient added $4 billion in interest
charges to the principal balance of student loan borrowers.
By Kate Berry

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau and two states on Jan. 18 sued the
nation’s largest student loan servicer,
Navient, formerly part of Sallie Mae, for
allegedly systematic failures in processing loan payments and failing to enroll
borrowers in less expensive repayment
plans.
The CFPB alleged that Navient added
$4 billion in interest charges to the
principal balances of borrowers by
enrolling borrowers in multiple, consecutive forbearance plans instead of in
cheaper, alternative repayment plans.
“A large portion of these charges
could have been avoided had Navient
followed the law,” CFPB Director Richrd
Cordray said in a press release. “Too
many borrowers paid more for their
loans because Navient illegally cheated
them and today’s action seeks to hold
them accountable.”
But Navient indicated it will not
go down without a fight. In a strongly-worded press release, the company
challenged the bureau’s allegations
while claiming the suit reflected the
CFPB’s “political motivations.”
The servicer said it had rejected an
“ultimatum” presented by the CFPB to
agree to a settlement by Friday or be
sued. The release suggests the CFPB
was trying to act before the inauguration of President-elect Trump, who is
said to be considering undoing many
CFPB policies.
Yet the CFPB was investigating the
company well before the election. Navi-
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ent had told investors in 2015 that it was
the subject of a CFPB investigation for
violations of consumer protection laws.

Credit Recovery, a debt collector.
Navient is the largest student loan
servicer in the U.S., servicing one out

“Navient welcomes clear and welldesigned guidelines that all parties can follow.”
“The allegations of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau are
unfounded, and the timing of this
lawsuit—midnight action filed on the
eve of a new administration—reflects
their political motivations,” the company said in Wednesday’s press release.
“Navient welcomes clear and well-designed guidelines that all parties can
follow, and we had hoped our extensive
engagement with the regulators would
achieve this objective. Instead, the suit
improperly seeks to impose penalties
on Navient based on new servicing standards applied retroactively and applied
only against one servicer.”
Seth Frotman, the CFPB’s student
loan ombudsman, declined to answer
a question on a conference call with reporters about whether the bureau had
sought a settlement with Navient.
The lawsuit was filed in the U.S.
District Court for the Middle District
of Pennsylvania. In addition to Navient, of Wilmington, Del., the suit also
names two of its subsidiaries, Navient
Solutions, a servicing arm, and Pioneer

of four student loans, with 12 million
borrower-customers, half of whom
have loans under its contract with the
Department of Education.
Student loan debt has skyrocketed to
$1.3 trillion from $600 billion in 2006.
“For years, Navient failed consumers
who counted on the company to help
give them a fair chance to pay back
their student loans,” Cordray said. “At
every stage of repayment, Navient chose
to shortcut and deceive consumers to
save on operating costs.
The CFPB was joined by the states
of Illinois and Washington, which also
added different violations including
that the servicer engaged for years in
“unfair, deceptive or abusive acts or
practices,” known as UDAAP.
Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan told reporters on a conference call
Wednesday that Navient, when it was
Sallie Mae, targeted students at the
“worst schools,” and at “poorly accredited for-profit” colleges with high-interest loans. She compared Sallie Mae to
subprime lenders during the housing

crisis in 2008.
“We’re talking about violations that
occurred in Illinois in terms of origination, servicing and debt collection,”
Madigan said. “For subprime origination, we do not believe those loans
should have been made in the first
place, and those people should have
those loans discharged. In addition,
people should be provided with restitution on those and we believe servicing
standards need to be uniform and
proper.”
Shannon Smith, a senior counsel
with Washington state’s attorney general’s office, said on the call with reporters that Navient and Sallie Mae had
“saddled borrowers nationwide with
loans they could not hope to repay.”
“Tellingly, these subprime loans
were made as loss leaders, as part of a
preferred lending program with schools
in order to gain access … to prime
student loan borrowers,” Smith said.
“These loans were designed to fail, they
were never intended to perform. And
the method by which these loans were
made were unfair and deceptive.”
The CFPB has tried to crack down on
student loan servicers for engaging in
sloppy practices that have long created
obstacles to repayment and have raised
costs and forced some struggling borrowers to default.
The crux of the lawsuits deal with
changes made in 2009 that allowed
federal student loan borrowers to make
payments based on how much money
they earn by enrolling in income-driven
repayment plans, part of the federal
effort to make student loans more
affordable. Borrowers enrolled in the
plans may be eligible for loan forgiveness after 20 to 25 years of monthly
payments.
The CFPB said Navient failed to
provide “the most basic functions of

adequate student loan servicing at every
stage of repayment for both private and
federal loans.”
The company provided bad information in writing and over the phone, processed payments incorrectly and failed
to act when borrowers complained, the
CFPB alleged.

The CFPB lawsuit cited violations
of the Dodd-Frank Act, the Fair Credit
Reporting Act and the Fair Debt Collections Practices Act. The CFPB and the
states are seeking monetary compensation for consumers harmed by the
practices. The CFPB also is seeking to
stop the alleged illegal conduct.

XEROX SPINOFF IS A CREDIT RISK

Xerox Business Services, already one of the smallest student loan servicers, is in an even weaker financial position following the spinoff of its parent company, Conduent, From Xerox Corp., according to Moody’s Investors
Service. In a Feb. 13 report, Moody’s said the split, which was completed
Jan. 3, has weakened the durability of the servicing operations under Conduent and increased the likelihood of financial distress of the servicer.
”If such financial distress were to result in a servicing transfer, it might
cause disruption in student loan servicing, which in turn could affect performance of the ABS transactions,” the report states.
Xerox Business Services is rated Ba3 by Moody’s; it services approximately $1.5 billion of private student loan securitizations rated by Moody’s.
Student loan servicing is a low margin business that benefits from economies of scale. As one of the smallest servicers, Conduent faces competitive pressures from larger and financially stronger rivals as well as competitors based in lower-cost regions. “It’s also susceptible to weakening pricing
trends, which weigh heavily on sales growth prospects, and weak free cash
flow metrics in the near term,” the report states.
This risk is more significant for the private student loan ABS serviced
by Xerox Business Services than for the FFELP ABS, owing to the relative
ease of transferring FFELP loans to another servicer, according to Moody’s.
FFELP loans have more standardized servicing platforms than do private
student loans. A disruption in the servicing of private student loans is more
likely to lead to performance deterioration, such as high delinquencies and
defaults, which could result in a disruption in cash flows or even losses to
holders of student loan bonds.
Moody’s rates 20 private student loan securitizations that with collateral serviced by Xerox, most of them issued before the financial crisis.
The percentage of loans in these transactions that are serviced by Xerox,
as opposed to another servicer, ranges from 100% for eight transactions
sponsored by Access Group (with vintages ranging from 2002 to 2010 to
0.4% for a 2006 vintage deal sponsored by First Marblehead.
Moody’s stopped short of putting any transactions under review for a
potential downgrade, however. It noted that private student loan transactions have some mitigants in place that will help offset the increased credit
risk, such as the presence of a back-up servicer or high levels of credit
enhancement in the transactions. —AB
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Canada Picks Up Slack in Cards

U.S. buyers are snapping up the credit card debt of Canadian consumers, providing cheaper
funding for the highly-rated banks that venture south of the border.
By Allison Bisbey
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Neighbor to the North

U.S. dollar-denominated issuance by Canadian card companies has been rising
for three years, and shows no signs of stopping.
8

USD Billions

Canadian banks are increasingly crossing the border to fund their credit card
programs, taking advantage of lower
borrowing costs in the much larger U.S.
market.
U.S. dollar-denominated issuance by
Canadian card companies has been rising for three years, and shows no signs
of stopping. In 2016, there were 15 deals
from five separate programs totaling
$7.33 billion, according to Moody’s Investors Service. That was up from $2.33
billion in 2015 and $1.0 billion in 2014.
Last year’s level was partly driven
by the large amount of outstanding
credit card-backed securities that were
maturing and needed to be refinanced.
But it also reflects rising U.S. interest in
Canadian credit card receivables, which
are very high quality.
“We understand from issuers that
pricing tends to be better in the U.S.,
on a fully-hedged basis. It’s a deeper
investment market, and ABS investors
can better appreciate the difference
between Aaa credit card ABS and Aa
bank deposit notes, whereas Canadian
investor may not give the same benefit
to Aaa cards,” Richard Hunt, a senior
analyst with Moody’s in Canada, said in
an interview.
Not only do Canadian issuers pay
less interest in the U.S., they can do so
despite offering fewer investor protections than do their domestic rivals.
Major Canadian programs have an
average credit enhancement of 7% on
their senior notes, compared with al-
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most 20% for U.S. programs, according
to Moody’s.
That means for the same amount
of collateral, the likes of Bank of Nova
Scotia (8%) and National Bank of Canada (7.8%) can issue a greater amount of
highly-rated bonds than, say Discover
Bank (21%), or Bank of America (31.8%).
U.S. rating agencies, as well as U.S.
buyers, take comfort from the superior
financial strength of Canadian sponsors. Those rated by Moody’s have senior unsecured ratings of between Aa3
and Aa1. By comparison, the sponsors
of the major U.S. credit card ABS programs have senior unsecured ratings
ranging from Baa3 to Aa3,
“In revolving consumer credit products such as credit cards, the perfor-

0

mance of the assets depends to a large
degree on the sponsor’s ability to maintain card utility by keeping the accounts
open,” Moody’s stated in its report.
“Financially sound sponsors also
have a greater ability to prevent their
transactions from entering early amortization, and are better positioned to
provide support through increasing the
amount of [credit enhancement] via the
addition or expansion of subordinate
tranches, among other options.”
U.S. buyers also like the fact that
Canadian collateral performance has
been consistently strong over the past
10 years, and as opposed to U.S. credit
card receivables, experienced only
moderate deterioration during the
credit crisis.

ABS REPORT
Another Refi Wave for CLOs

Like the previous one, it’s driven by a desire to avoid triggering a requirement to take skin in
the game of deals; but this workaround relies on SEC guidance.
By Glen Fest

The U.S. CLO market is experiencing
another rash of refinancing, defying
expectations for a slow start to the year.
Like the refinancing that managers raced to complete before Dec. 24,
2016, this activity is driven by a desire
to avoid retaining skin in the game, in
the form of 5% of the economic risk of
deals. Managers of existing collateralized loan obligations who wished to
make extensive changes, such as raising
additional funds or extending the investment periods of deals, had to do so
before Christmas Eve or they would no
longer be grandfathered from the Risk
Retention Rule.
But there is another, much more
narrow exemption that is driving the
current refi wave. It only allows managers to lower the coupon rate; any other
changes will trigger the requirement
for the management company to take a
minimum 5% stake in the notional value
of a CLO ($25 million for a $500 million
CLO pool, for example). The refinancing must take place within four years
of an issuance, typically when a CLO is
ending its reinvestment period.
This exemption was spelled out in a
“no-action” enforcement letter issued
by the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission to Crescent Capital 18
months ago.
Through Feb. 16, according to Thomson Reuters LPC, there were 22 CLOs
with notional values totaling $10.53
billion that were refinanced or reset,
many of them fitting that description

and all of them originally issued in 2013
and 2014 when the cost of issuance was
much higher.
Managers taking advantage of the
exemption so far include Blackstone/
GSA, The Carlyle Group CIFC Management, Palmer Square Capital Management, Credit Suisse Asset Management,
Babson Capital Management, Sympho-

tion enforcement deadline,” said Paul
R. St. Lawrence, a partner at Cleary
Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton in Washington, D.C. “When that wave started to die
down, that’s when we were first hearing
from clients they were interested in
pursuing these Crescent-style refis at
the beginning of the year.”
Both St. Lawrence and the Loan

The relatively low cost of funds
makes refinancing attractive for
deals completed in 2013 and 2014.
ny Asset Management, BlueMountain
Capital, and New York Life Investment
Managment.
One example of such a deal was the
refinancing for Ares XXXII CLO for
which Ares CLO Management narrowed
its original ‘AAA’-rated spread from
148 basis points over Libor to just 121
basis points on the replacement senior
notes, according to a Feb. 15 report from
Standard & Poor’s.
This activity marks one of the busiest
early-year periods (a traditionally slow
time for CLO issuance) of the past six
years, and builds on the year-end refi
momentum that drove the market to a
record-setting $43.6 billion in refinance
deal volume in 2016.
“We were all very busy at end of year
putting together deals that were going
to be completed before the risk-reten-

Syndications and Trading Association
have pointed to both the Crescent letter
and current market conditions for the
vigorous refi deal activity.
There are likely to be more refinancings. Estimates are that more than $150
billion in existing CLOs are hitting the
end of their reinvestment periods in
2017 and 2018, making them candidates for a retention-free refinancing
under the “no action” letter’s unofficial
guidelines.
Under the SEC’s guidance, nothing
else in the deal can really change – not
the capital structure, the principal
amount of the notes, the priority right
of payment, voting and consent rights,
and maturity date.
“Moreover, the investment criteria
cannot change, no new assets will be
securitized in connection with the
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Early Thaw

Refinancing activity is off to a much stronger than expected start this year.
CLO Refi Vol ($B) YTD*
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refinancing (though active management
may continue), no additional subordinated interests will be issued, and the
identity of the holders of the subordinated interests cannot change,” the
LSTA noted in a recent newsletter to its
members.
In the letter, the trade group pointed
to the “relatively high cost of funds”
back in 2014 compared to market conditions today, which makes refinancing
attractive. It noted that in the first
eight January refis, the average triple-A
spread moved in from 151 basis points
above Libor in original notes to 129
basis points in refinanced notes.
One example of this was the refinancing in February of Invesco Senior
Secured Management’s $535 million
Limerock CLO II.
Invesco refinanced five classes of
notes in the deal, including $406.25
million of Class A notes (now designated ‘A-R’). Invesco was able to reduce the
coupon on the ‘AAA’-rated paper from
150 basis points over Libor to 130 basis
points. Reductions in coupons were
achieved across the board: the new
Class B-1-R replacement notes ($59.75
million) was reduced from 201 to a
spread of 175 basis points over Libor,
and Class C-1-R notes sized at $47 million is now Libor plus 255 basis points
vs. the former 285 basis point spread.
Invesco also gained lower rates on
two fixed-rate tranches, according to
S&P; the $20 million Class B-2-R notes
is down to 3.65% from 4.39%; and the
Class C-2-R notes dropped to 4.65%
from 5.2%.
No other aspects of the deal were
altered.
Other managers issuing replacement
notes on 2014 vintage deals for more favorable rates included the $1.29 billion
Babson CLO 2014-III; the $644 million
Symphony CLO XIV through Sympho-
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ny Asset Management; Och-Ziff Loan
Management’s $491 million OZLM VI;
BlueMountain Capital Management’s
Blue Mountain 2014-1 deal issued with
$513 million in notes; and Credit Suisse’s Madison Park Funding XII ($798
million).
While refinance activity has been
frenetic, new issuance was slow coming
out of the gate. In January, only two
primary deals priced, led by the $500
million Venture XXVI CLO transaction
managed by MJX Venture Management,
a newly founded arm of MJX Asset Management that will manage the company’s CLO portfolio. (More deals began
to emerge in February, however, as presale and pricing information emerged
for eight new deals by the middle of the
month),
It was also the first U.S. deal whose
risk retention compliance is compulsory, under the new standards.
Venture XXVI was underwritten by
Jefferies. Moody’s Investors Service and
Fitch Ratings are both rating the deal,
including the $320 million triple-A rated senior tranche that comprises 63.7%

2015

2016

2017

1

*Includes resets; figures through Feb.17
of the capital structure. There are also
$42.5 million of unrated subordinated
notes in the capital stack representing
8.5% of the total notes’ value.
Presale reports from Moody’s and
Fitch did not indicate how MJX intends
to comply with risk, though Moody’s
did say it has introduced new methodologies to assess the deal’s risk factors
should the manager subsequently fall
out of compliance with the retention
rules (through, for example, an improper hedging or transferring of the
risk-retention interest in the deal). In
the case of the Venture deal, Moody’s
determined there was sufficient investor protection.
“We looked at the CLO’s provisions
that safeguard investors in case a manager cannot continue with his duties as
a manager,” said Al Remeza, an associate managing director for Moody’s
structured finance ratings group.
“In the worst case, if there ultimately
is no manager, there is a trustee that
would effectively ensure that payments
would be made, and the deal would
become static.”
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Fannie Eyes Single Family Rental

In a pilot program, it is providing Invitation Homes with a 10-year, $1 billion loan that will be
used to refinance two mortgages backed by portfolios of rental properties.
By Allison Bisbey

Invitation Homes, the real estate investment trust controlled by private equity
firm the Blackstone Group, has found a
new source of financing for its portfolio
of single-family rental homes: Fannie
Mae.
In a regulatory filing ahead of its
Jan. 31 initial public stock offering,
Invitation Homes disclosed that it has
secured a commitment for a 10-year
mortgage of up to $1 billion from Wells
Fargo; this loan will be sold to Fannie
Mae, which will securitize it, issuing senior notes with guaranteed interest and
principal payments and subordinate
notes that are unguaranteed.
The disclosure caused quite a stir, as
the government-sponsored enterprise’s
role in the rental market was previously
limited to financing multifamily properties, and, to a lesser extent, single
family rentals owned by small investors
with no more than 10 properties.
“The pilot transaction with Invitation
Homes, which owns over 48,000 single
family rental properties across the
country, is an early signal that it is seriously considering entering this space,”
Laurie Goodman and Karan Kaul said in
report published by the Urban Institute
in early February.
Goodman , director of the Housing
Finance Policy Center, and Kaul, a
research associate, see a good case for
GSE financing of single-family rental
properties, since this type of dwelling
accounts for 57% of the U.S. rental housing stock, according to 2015 survey data.

Still, the authors think there are important policy questions that need to be
addressed, such as what kind of afford-

tion market for exit financing.
Invitation Homes will also use proceeds from its $1.5 billion IPO, as well

“Ultimately, the FHFA should
articulate a clear role for the GSEs
in the SFR market.”
ability requirements should accompany
taxpayer-backed financing.
Up to now, Invitation Homes has
relied primarily on private-label securitization for exit financing. It finances
the purchase and renovation of homes
with a combination of equity capital,
warehouse loans from its sponsor, and
borrowings under credit facilities,
according to the filing.
In November 2013, it was the first
Wall Street landlord to securitize
loans on a pool of single-family homes
through in a transaction that combines
characteristics of traditional residential
mortgage-backed securities and commercial mortgage-backed securities.
The initial deal was for $479.1 million, and to date it has completed a total
of $5.33 billion of such deals to refinance credit facility balances.
Other owners of large single-family
rental portfolios, including American
Homes 4 Rent, Colony American Homes
and Colony Starwood Homes, Progress
Residential, and Tricon American
Homes, have also tapped the securitiza-

as from a new, $2.5 billion credit facility
with a syndicate of lenders, to refinance
part of its rental portfolio, according to
the filing. These funds will be used to
repay the company’s existing credit facilities, a mortgage securitized in a 2013
transaction, and a portion of a mortgage
securitized in a 2014 transaction.
Proceeds from the financing obtained from Wells Fargo and Fannie
Mae will be used to repay the remaining
amounts outstanding the first-half 2014
securitization and approximately $275
million of a mortgage securitized in a
second 2014 transaction.
Taxpayers are well protected in the
deal because Invitation Homes will purchase and retain a 5% first-loss position
in the loan, Wells Fargo will also retain
significant exposure.
“Ultimately, we believe that the Federal Housing Finance Agency should
articulate a clear role for the GSEs
in the SFR market and work to fulfill
that role in a manner that attracts new
investment while meeting the demand
for workforce housing.”
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CMBS Grapples with Risk

Investors seem to like risk retention so much that they are willing to pay up for it.
By Allison Bisbey
Even as the Trump Administration
moves to loosen regulation, commercial
mortgage bonds are enjoying a different
kind of relief: Investors like risk retention so much that they are willing to pay
up for it.
The first few deals to market since
the rules took effect Dec. 24 have been
so well received that it is making CMBS
more competitive with other kinds of
commercial real estate financing, such
as loans from commercial banks and
insurance companies.
Participants are particularly enthusiastic about a deal in which both of
the sponsors, Citigroup and Deutsche
Bank, as well as a third-party investor,
a fund controlled by private equity firm
KKR, all kept “skin in the game.”
This structure seems to address
several constraints that the market was
grappling with. On the one hand, sponsors did not want to keep a large volume
of mortgage bonds on balance sheet for
an extended period of time. It would tie
up too much of their capital.
There is an exception to risk retention rules, unique to the CMBS market,
allowing a third-party investor to hold
the risk in a deal. But investors who
typically buy a “horizontal” slice of the
riskiest tranches were not accustomed
to buying a 5% stake, particularly one
that they could not sell or hedge.
“If you sell 5% of ‘fair value’ of the
deal to a third party, that reaches up
into the triple-B, or investment grade
tranche of a deal,” said Patrick Sargent,
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Open Spigot
Capital continues to flow into commercial real estate, though 2016 deal
volume was down 11% from the post-crisis high reached in 2015.
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a partner in law firm Alston & Bird’s
finance group. “The B-piece buyer only
wants unrated, single and double-B
paper. They don’t want to have to buy
investment grade that they can’t trade.
The economics don’t work for them.”
In the $1.3 billion CD 2017-CD3 Mortgage Trust, the three parties split the
difference. Citi and Deutsche are holding on to a 1.9% vertical strip consisting
of a portion of each class of securities
issued. And KKR is holding on to a 3.1%
horizontal strip. This combination is
known as the “L” strategy.
The deal priced so well that the secondary market, where previously issued
mortgage bonds change hands, rallied
in response.
“I think the L strategy, seeing how it

2015

2016

Note: Includes transactions above $2.5 million.

priced, could in fact be the structure
a lot of people gravitate toward,” said
Joseph Franzetti, senior vice president,
capital markets at Berkadia Commercial Mortgage, a mortgage brokerage.
“When there are multiple issuers
buying a piece of the Vertical strip,
they keep each other honest,” Franzetti
said. “Citi is comfortable with Deutsche
Bank’s collateral, and vice versa.” Investors feel comfortable that “no one’s
either deliberately or inadvertently
putting in poorly underwritten loans.”
“You’ve also got KKR buying a 3.1%
horizontal strip, that’s an affirmation
by a third party that’s holding a first
loss position,” Franzetti added. “You
create, from an investors’ perception,
the best of all worlds: issuers who will
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discipline themselves and are going to
make a market in the bonds, and the
stamp of approval from a horizontal
B-piece buyer. “The other thing that’s
an advantage is the issuers don’t have to
take [the full] 5%.”
Importantly, according to Sargent,
the three parties also came to agreement on compliance and indemnity
allocation issues that hampered prior
attempts at using a third party to meet
risk retention requirements.
“To the extent this structure has generated enough investor interest to bring
down spreads, it’s ultimately passed on
to borrowers,” he said. “So the CMBS
market becomes a more attractive alternative to borrowers, rather than a life
company or bank.”
New issuance is off to a slightly stronger start than last year. Some $3 billion
of private label mortgage bonds priced
through Feb. 3, up 6% from $2.8 billion
in the same period of 2016, according to
J.P. Morgan.
So far, the Citi/Deutsche deal is
the only one to employ the L strategy
for risk retention. Another deal from
Morgan Stanley, backed by five Marriott
branded hotels owned by Ashford Hospitality Prime, relies on a third-party,
an affiliate of the Blackstone Group, to
hold a 5% horizontal slice.
A slightly less enthusiastic reception
for a conduit that priced in the second
half of February seems to reinforce the
view that investors will pay up when
bank sponsors keep skin in the game.
Led by a team from Barclays, UBS,
and Rialto Capital, the $855.7 million
BBCMS 2017-C1 conduit printed at 94
basis points over swaps for the AAA last
cash flow class and 450 basis points for
the BBB-.
According to Trepp, the senior
tranche was four to six basis points
wider than comparable bonds seen on

the first two conduit transactions of
the year, while the BBB- was 70 to 100
basis points wider. However, both the
AAA and BBB- remain inside 2016’s best
levels by a decent margin.
Unlike the previous two conduits
transactions, Barclays and UBS did
not directly maintain any “skin in the
game,” since Rialto retained the entire
5% vertical strip for risk retention.
However a $975 million OMPT 20171MKT single-asset transaction, which

stream of bad news from retailers. Most
recently, MC Sports filed for bankruptcy on Feb. 14. (Morningstar Credit Ratings believes that, of the $481.5 million
in mortgage bonds backed by loans with
exposure to the apparel and equipment
retailer, only six with a combined total
of $57.7 million are likely to be negatively affected.)
Another clothing retailer, Wet Seal,
filed for bankruptcy on Feb. 2. And
Hudson’s Bay has approached Macy’s

“When multiple issuers [are] buying a piece of the Vertical strip,
they keep each other honest.”
also priced last week, was well-received.
Of note, according to Trepp, the spreads
for the mezzanine classes came in tighter than expectations. The taut pricing
helped pull in spreads for other single-asset, single-borrower deals. Known
as One Market Plaza, the property backing the loan is a 1.6 million-square-foot
office complex in San Francisco that
is roughly 20% occupied by Google’s
parent company Alphabet Inc.

Big Rise in Short Interest in
CMBX Exposed to Malls

Investors with a dim view of regional
shopping malls are turning to the mortgage bond market to bet on a bankruptcy by a major retailer.
There’s been a sharp rise in the
amount of short interest in two series of
bond indexes tied to commercial mortgages, one from 2012 and one from 2013,
which are more exposed to underperforming malls than some more recent
indexes. This makes them vulnerable to
store closures and bankruptcies.
No doubt, there’s been a steady

about a takeover.
In early February, two of the biggest
underwriters of bonds tied to commercial mortgages, Deutsche Bank and
Morgan Stanley, told investors it was
time to sell the indexes short.
Not everyone is so sure.
Bank of America, another important
underwriter, thinks the indexes are
unlikely to fall too far, barring a major
catalyst, such as bankruptcy by a large
retailer. Sears the one most investors
are focused on, given its recent problems and its many locations in regional
malls.
But Sears does not appear to be
on the verge of going under. In fact,
the company has announced a major
restructuring designed to cut a billion
dollars in costs each year.
If anything, Bank of America wrote,
the bond indexes could recover in the
short term as investors unwind their
short positions. But the indexes will
continue to experience sharp swings,
both up and down, as investors react to
the latest headlines.
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Can Ocwen Reinvent Itself?

Unable, for now, to grow by acquiring mortgage servicing portfolios, the company is looking
to diversify into other areas such as mortgage origination.

Few companies attacked the financial-crisis fueled boom in distressed
servicing as aggressively as Ocwen
Financial Corp., and not many have
survived as abrupt a reversal of fortune
as the company has faced. .
Now, with new leadership at the
helm, Ocwen once again will serve as
the poster child for the niche it occupies. That leadership team’s next test:
Retool an operation built for scale at
a time when need for its core services
are in decline. To accomplish that goal,
Ocwen will need to reinvent itself from
the inside out because the primary
path to growth it pursued in the past
— acquisition of servicing portfolios —
remains closed to it for the time being.
Assuming Ocwen’s leadership succeeds in the exercise they are undertaking, the company will emerge in a
very different form, one that has a more
diversified revenue stream and one that
employs a much more diverse workforce. Evidence of the latter is already
visible in the form of non-executive
chair Phyllis Caldwell, who ascended
from a seat on the company’s board to
head it a year ago, is actually the second
Ocwen board member to take on the
post of non-executive chair in the wake
of founder Bill Erbey’s forced resignation in early 2015.
Erbey’s departure came amid a
host of enforcement actions related to
improper foreclosures and modifications, allegations of conflicts of interest
involving his ownership of a group of
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By Bonnie Sinnock

Phyllis Caldwell, Ocwen’s non-executive chair, is overseeing the company’s preparation for a second act.

closely related companies (of which
Ocwen was one), and civil litigation
alleging employment discrimination.
In addition to replacing Erbey as
chairman, Ocwen added a community advisory council in 2014, and has
stressed diversity in staffing. Caldwell
points to the diversity push as one of
her top priorities. “It’s important to
have a board and a workforce that reflect the diversity of the customers you
serve,” she said.
Caldwell, a former chief of the Treasury’s Homeownership Preservation Office, is also well-versed in government
and consumer relations.
Barry Zigas, director of housing policy at the Consumer Federation of Amer-

ica, said that during Caldwell’s tenure
there, she was effective at identifying
and rectifying problems for consumers
seeking relief through the Home Affordable Modification Program.
“In some cases servicers had to be
told again what to do, or had to be
disciplined in order to do it right. She
did that, from my perspective, in a way
that was even handed and reasonable,”
he said. “She also was quite insistent
in making sure that consumers were
treated well and tried to continuously
improve what started out as a very
flawed program.”
Of course, Caldwell and the board
will also have to execute on a strategy
that opens new opportunities to the
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special servicer. For Ocwen, the strategic pivot starts with a set of initiatives
and investments in technology aimed
at becoming more efficient, and gaining
scale in other lines of business such as
mortgage origination.
“On the origination front, we continue to focus on enhancing our asset-generation capability, which includes completing our build-out of our mortgage
lending technology,” Caldwell said. The
goal of the project is to expand Ocwen’s
reach until it is “a top originator.”
Ocwen is also looking to alternative
lending lines, such as automotive floor
plan lending, she noted.
While the extension of Ocwen’s reach
will help, the company is still, at its core,
built to serve a particular purpose. And
there are some glimmers of opportunity. One comes from the pickup in
private-label securitization activity. A
number of post-crisis private-mortgage
securitizers have started to experiment
with new roles for special servicers, and
the prospects.
Another business opportunity that
exists for special servicers lies in the
more active market for legacy distressed
product.
“For a long time no deals were closing
because very few banks could afford
to sell them [distressed loans] for what
they were worth at that time, but now
they can,” said Steven Horne, a former
special servicing executive. ”Buyers
are willing to pay more and sellers are
strong enough to take the write-down if
they’re selling at a discount.”
The mortgage-backed securities
market Ginnie Mae insures may provide
yet another opportunity for special
servicers. Former Ginnie Mae President Ted Tozer, while expressing some
caveats about the liquidity demanded
to operate effectively in the space, said
distressed-loan investors and servicers

are well equipped to handle the low
credit score loans that Ginnie securitizes “because they already have this
infrastructure that’s high touch.”
High touch also means higher cost.
“The cost of compliance has been a
serious drain on the company in terms
of its ability to make a profit,” said Richard Koch, a senior vice president and
operational risk analyst at Morningstar
Credit Ratings.
But even with some unique regulato-

gardt, CEO of RoundPoint Mortgage
Servicing in Charlotte, N.C.
“What I don’t see is the market
bearing the price, or wanting to pay the
price, for what it really costs a corporation to special service.”
The question is critical not just for
Ocwen, but nonbank specialty servicers
in general. “What they were built for is
distressed servicing and there’s not a
whole lot of that left,” said Bose George,
a managing director at Keefe, Bruyette

“What they were built for is
distressed servicing, and there’s
not a whole lot of that left.”
ry constraints on its ability to grow its
business, Ocwen was able to generate
a profit in the third quarter of 2016. It
accomplished this through the efficiency initiatives as well as the use of
offshored employees and consolidation
of its facilities. The company is expected
to announce its fourth-quarter earnings
in early March.
The industry appears deeply split
on the question of whether the profit
model in this niche has been broken
by the costs of meeting customer and
compliance obligations.
Mortgage and securitization investors
are willing to pay more-than-adequate
compensation for high-touch special
servicing, according to Tim Gillis, an
executive vice president at BSI Financial
Services in Irving, Texas.
“They [investors] are paying a premium,” said Gillis. Others are somewhat
less sanguine.
“I do think there’s going to be room
for some niche players, some special
servicer players, even though the market has improved,” said Kevin Brun-

& Woods.
Fortunately for Ocwen, one of its
regulatory overhangs could be lifted this
year. Restrictive agreements Ocwen has
with the National Settlement Monitor,
the New York Department of Financial
Services and the California Department
of Business Oversight are on track to
end in the coming year, if the regulators determine Ocwen has sufficiently
fulfilled their terms.
“These settlement arrangements are
supposed to sunset a different times in
2017,” said Mike Gutierrez, the head of
Morningstar’s operational risk assessments group.
And assuming that the mortgage
cycle once again turns, Ocwen will then
be in position to capitalize on a market
where the competitive landscape has
changed enough to benefit the special
servicers still standing.
“I think it’s becoming clearer in the
industry that there’s a differentiation
between special servicers and prime
servicers,” said Ed Fay, CEO of special
servicer Fay Servicing in Chicago.
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Turning Point in GSE Lawsuit

A federal appeals court ruling opens the door for litigants to challenge a 2012 decision by
the U.S. government to sweep profits into coffers of the Treasury Department.
By Brian Collins

A Jan. 30 federal appeals court ruling
has opened the door for litigants to
challenge a 2012 decision by the U.S.
government to sweep all of Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac’s profits into the coffers of the Treasury Department.
It will allow the mutual fund manager Fairholme Funds and shareholders represented by Investors Unite to
review 48 previously secret government
documents related to the profit sweep
decision.
The ruling could also give the investors in Fannie and Freddie legal leverage to force the Treasury Department
and Federal Housing Finance Agency
to release additional documents. The
group is seeking more than 10,000
sealed documents.
“GSE shareholders secured a notable
procedural victory in Fairholme v. U.S.,”
said Isaac Boltansky, a Washington policy analyst at Compass Point Research &
Trading. “We believe that this decision
should be viewed positively for shareholders and our sense remains that the
odds of a GSE shareholder settlement
have increased since the election.”
Bose George, a managing director at
Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, agreed. “It
is clearly a win for plaintiffs,” he said.
“Now we have to see the documents.”
The next question involves the mechanism for reviewing the documents
and the timeline for their release. He
expects the information gleamed from
the documents “will reflect poorly on
the government’s motives.”
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The investors praised the decision.
“It is clear from the Court of Appeals’
unanimous ruling that the vast bulk

to pursue its plans to downsize Fannie
and Freddie. It also relieved the two
GSEs of paying a 10% dividend to the

“We are confident that these documents will further discredit the
government’s defense narrative.”
of the 11,000 documents withheld
by the government will now have to
be disclosed to the plaintiffs and the
courts, and we are confident that these
documents will further discredit the
Government’s defense narrative,” said
Charles Cooper, a partner at Cooper &
Kirk, who argued the case before the
appeals court.
A Treasury spokesperson declined to
comment.
Fannie and Freddie were placed into
conservatorship in 2008 due to rising
losses and to maintain a functioning
secondary mortgage market. The two
government-sponsored enterprises
began becoming profitable again a
few years later, spurring the Treasury
Department to seize their profits in
August 2012.
The move riled GSE shareholders
who view the profit sweep as an illegal
“taking” of property. But their efforts to
pursue their claims have been rebuffed
by several U.S. district courts.
These quarterly profit sweeps, which
are continuing, have allowed the FHFA

Treasury under a prior conservatorship
agreement.
The decision by the Federal Court
of Appeals only orders government
attorneys to release 48 of 56 documents
requested by the investors’ attorneys.
But the litigants see it as a major victory
as they return to the U.S. Claims Court
to pursue their case.
Meanwhile, the change in administrations might affect the Treasury’s approach to the shareholders’ litigation.
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin
had invested in a hedge fund that holds
GSE stock and stands to benefit from
any government settlement, but said he
has divested his interest in that fund.
Obama administration appointees
were going to do “everything they could
to stonewall the shareholders and drag
this out in the courts,” said Ed Mills, a
Washington policy analyst at FBR Capital Markets. “I don’t know exactly what
Treasury is going to do. But they are not
going to stonewall the shareholders or
fight this as vigorously as the Obama
administration Treasury did.”
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Freddie Transfers Another Risk

KT Certificates pay investors to take on default exposure in multifamily mortgages that are
being warehoused for securitization in K-deals.
By Allison Bisbey

In it’s continuing effort to shield taxpayers from potential defaults, Freddie
Mac is now offering investors exposure
to the credit risk of multifamily mortgages that are awaiting securitization.
The government-sponsored enterprise already offloads the majority of
risk on multifamily loans that it insures
via K-deals, which issue two classes of
bonds, senior guaranteed and unguaranteed mezzanine and subordinate
bonds. Capital markets investors who
purchase the unguaranteed bonds are
on the hook for early losses.
The program, called KT Certificates,
transfers the risk that multifamily loans
go bad while Freddie is still aggregating
them.
“Our existing K-deal products transfer credit risk on a long-term basis,”
said Bill Buskirk, chief financial officer
of Freddie’s multifamily business. “So
where do we still have risk? It’s during
the aggregation period.”
It typically takes the company just
five to seven months to assemble a pool
of loans that is sufficiently large and
diverse to securitize. While few loans
go bad so early, the risk is higher if the
securitization market were to freeze.
“In that scenario, with the market in a
downturn, there’s more potential for
losses,” Buskirk said. “We wouldn’t
be able to execute a securitization as
quickly as we might have in the past.”
The loans could sit up to three years.
Like K-deals, KT Certificates issue
senior bonds that are guaranteed and
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mezzanine and subordinte bonds that
are unguaranteed. The first $1 billion
offering priced on Feb. 2, with the

billion in aggregate – smaller for our
bread and butter five- and seven-year
loans.” Future facilities might offload

Few loans go bad during aggregation, but the risk is higher if the
securitization market freezes.
senior A notes, which were broadly
distributed, paying 32 basis points over
one-month Libor. Pricing for the B and
C notes, which were privately place,
was not disclosed. Freddie retained the
most subordinate D notes and a portion
of the senior A notes.
Buskirk said the investors in the
warehouse facility are the same types
of investors, if not the same names, that
purchase K deals.
Here’s how it works: If loans go into
default during the aggregating period,
Freddie auctions them and the proceeds go into the trust. For example, if
there are $10 million in loans in default
that sell for $6 million, the trust takes
the $4 million loss.
“The facility has a three-year life, and
it will turn over maybe twice a year,”
Buskirk said. “So it will handle $4 billion to $6 billion over that [three-year]
period.”
He said Freddie hopes to do more.
“We’ll always be limited by the size of
the portfolio of loans awaiting securitization. Historically that has been $10-15

the risk of different kind of loans or
different types of collateral.
Bonds that transfer credit risk are
one of the only ways Freddie and sister
company Fannie Mae can raise capital
while they are in conservatorship.
The company, which reported its
fourth-quarter financial results on Feb.
17, currently has a net worth of $5.1
billion and is slated to pay $4.4 billion
to the Treasury Department in March.
Under an agreement with Treasury and
Federal Housing Finance Agency, the
GSE must turn over all profits to the
government. It is not allowed to raise
additional capital.
That will leave the company with a
net worth of $600 million as a capital
buffer.
Freddie has completed $180 billion
of risk transfer transactions involving
multifamily mortgages since 2013,
including $51 billion in 2016.
“The FHFA is encouraging of risk
transfer products,” Buskirk said. We’re
always exploring ways that we can that
we can transfer risk to third parties.”
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